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Sloan Extends Custom Design Offering to
Commercial Restroom Line with New Graphite Finish

Avian Bath Collection Compatible
with New Valve Technology
With a sleek, minimal design and clean, contemporary lines, the
Avian Bath Collection from Danze is “Style. Squared.” Simplistic
linear handles require the lightest of touch and integrate seamlessly in the luxury bath. Lavatory faucets feature a durable
ceramic disc valve for a no-drip seal, and laminar flow for a clear,
low-splash water stream. The tub and shower trim kits are fully
compatible with the powerful Gerber Treysta Valve, the latest in
valve technology. CHECK OR CIRCLE #133

Geberit Duofix Meets Requirements
for ADA Wall-Mounted Sinks
Geberit Duofix in-wall systems for wall-hung lavatory sinks ensure safe, reliable operation of the lavatory and create an attractive look in private, as well
as high-traffic areas. The systems are height-adjustable to meet accessibility or homeowner needs,
especially helpful when meeting requirements for
ADA wall-mounted sinks. The Geberit lavatory sink
system is compatible with 2-hole, wall-hung lavatory
sink fixtures from many ceramic manufacturers. The system is field-adjustable for a
wide range of fixture, supply and drain-mounting configurations; there’s no need to
buy a frame to “match” the sink. Mount the system in standard two-by-four or two-bysix room-height or pre-wall construction. CHECK OR CIRCLE #134

Delta Rolls Out VoiceIQ Technology
on Select Faucets
To address an emergent need for thoughtfully connected home
technology, the Delta brand leverages Amazon Alexa and Google
Assistant-enabled devices to create a smart kitchen faucet that
thinks on command. Delta VoiceIQ Technology provides dependable, hands-free operation for a revolutionized kitchen space.
VoiceIQ Technology pairs with existing devices to dispense the
exact amount of water needed, all with a simple voice command.
The technology is available as a pre-assembled feature on
select Delta Trinsic pull-down models with Touch2O Technology.
For an added level of convenience, a retrofit module for VoiceIQ
Technology will be available to upgrade existing kitchen faucets
with Delta Touch2O Technology manufactured after Jan. 1, 2018.
CHECK OR CIRCLE #135

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Enter ID number at HVACPproducts.com/market or circle on card.
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Sloan has added a new graphite physical vapor deposition finish to its
existing lineup of aesthetic finishes for any commercial restroom environment. The new custom finish provides a unique, high-contrast palette
across a range of products, including a
wide selection of flushometers, faucets
and soap dispensers.
Sloan’s proprietary PVD special finish
process enhances its products’ resistance
to chemicals and abrasion by bonding at
the molecular level. This technology is an
essential solution for products subject
to commercial wear and tear, and this
process ensures a long-lasting finish when compared to powder or immersion processes. In addition, Basys faucets in polished chrome finish
or PVD custom finishes can be customized even further with new laseretched engravings to add a unique branding element to commercial
restrooms. CHECK OR CIRCLE #136

Commercial Faucet Line
Balances Durability, Style
With the M-Bition line of faucets, Moen
Commercial has achieved a balance
of superior durability and attractive
design. The faucet is ideal for settings
such as healthcare environments where
residential-influenced styling adds a
personal touch.
In addition to aesthetic appeal, the faucets offer the features needed to ensure lasting, worry-free performance. Key features include
adjustable-temperature limit stop with durable brass construction. An
ADA-compliant lever handle features embedded hot/cold indicators that
won’t wear off. In addition, a unique, recessed design protects the aerator
from tampering and damage. The LifeShine Classic Brushed Nickel finish
is available on select models. CHECK OR CIRCLE #137

Two-Piece Skirted Toilet
Features Contemporary
Design, Advanced Cleaning
Technology
Kohler recently introduced the Irvine TwoPiece Skirted Toilet. The contemporary skirted design of the toilet makes it the perfect
complement to any bath or powder room. The
clean and minimalistic profile flows seamlessly from tank to bowl, creating a unique design. It features Revolution
360 flushing technology, which sends water through the bowl for
complete coverage, leaving nothing behind. Optional ContinuousClean
technology is also available. This integrated automatic cleaning system
cleans the bowl with each flush, keeping the toilet cleaner up to five times
longer than conventional toilets. CHECK OR CIRCLE #138
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